We hope you enjoy your summer vacations. As part of the English curriculum, we require all students to participate in our summer reading program. We believe reading and literature are integral parts of life and the learning experience. We hope you enjoy the book we have selected for your summer reading assignment, and we look forward to discussing it with you when we see you in the fall.

The required text is *Fahrenheit 451* by Ray Bradbury

Please read the entire assignment outlined here before reading the book.

**Reading Log:**

A typed reading log *(in a Word Document)* is required for the assigned text. You must have a total of *five entries*. The five entries must come from across the text (not concentrated in just one place). Work on your log *while you are reading* in preparation for a group discussion. Key quotes and discussion questions that you discover will help your understanding of the text. The discussion questions can be either questions that are raised during your reading for which you have no answer, or they may be ideas you have and want to share/get feedback on/debate, or discuss during class discussions. The following is the general layout for one entry:

- One **key quote** (include the page number)
- One **insightful comment** explaining the chosen quote
- One **discussion question** pertaining to the chosen quote

This assignment will be due **Thursday, September 5, 2019**. All students must submit their work on turnitin. We will advise you of the procedure for submitting written work to turnitin.com when we see you in September.